
PayPal “misinformation fine” fiasco just a small taste of what is to come with
Central Bank Digital Currencies and total financial TYRANNY

Description

PayPal Holdings, Inc. – the popular online payment processor – just gave the world a glimpse of what
is to come with Central Bank Digital Currencies. PayPal quietly changed their user policy, giving
themselves “sole discretion” to deduct $2,500 from user accounts for each and every instance an
account holder transmits “misinformation.”

The new “misinformation fine” was set to roll out in November. It would have given PayPal frightening
new powers to police content on the internet and steal from individuals who think or speak differently
from the global elite. As the news broke out, PayPal received extreme backlash, with users terminating
their accounts in droves. PayPal’s stock valuation fell over six percent in just one weekend, and is
down 50 percent year-to-date.

We continue to catch glimpses of total financial tyranny and
thought control conditioning

Over the past three years, Facebook and other social media giants have conditioned the population to
accept extreme speech surveillance and thought control. Governments work with the social media
giants to control speech and limit content they do not like.

These misinformation policies have made a mockery of the First Amendment and threatened
democracy, leading to anti-competitive practices, election interference and the normalization of
defamation and slander. These misinformation policies have given rise to an all-knowing vaccine
dictatorship, canceling out the voices of millions who have been harmed by vaccines and the
government’s abusive Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) policies. These censorship tactics are so
blatant and foul; people are no longer participating in the force-fed lies like they once have.
Consequentially, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg’s net worth has dropped by over $70 billion in 2022.

The authoritarians who lust for total power and control over the population MUST find a way to coerce
populations into a system where no one can opt out. A central bank digital currency will ensure total
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control over each person’s money supply, their purchasing habits, their online speech, and ultimately
their thoughts.

Populations around the world have already seen glimpses of this dystopian thought control in recent
years. For example, the Canadian government unilaterally seized the bank accounts of those who
protested vaccine mandates. The Canadian government also seized the bank accounts of anyone who
financially supported the protests. People who legally donated money via GoFundMe or GiveSendGo
were targeted by Justin Trudeau’s dictatorship. Notwithstanding, Western governments have
unilaterally targeted innocent Russian civilians using banking sanctions that seize financial assets
without due process of law. Moreover, banks in Lebanon have been freezing depositor accounts for
more than two years in the midst of a banking system crisis.

Central Bank Digital Currency would threaten consumer
autonomy, enforcing total control

The only reason total financial tyranny has not been fully realized, is because consumers still have a
choice to reject it when it rears its ugly head. If the federal government completely destroys the value
of the currency and introduces a mandatory Central Bank Digital Currency (complete with universal
basic income), then consumers will face a much tougher choice. The PayPal “misinformation fine”
fiasco is just a small taste of what’s to come, as the global elite bait populations into new financial
surveillance systems that seek total control over the individual.

Under Central Bank Digital Currency, banks would have to comply with centralized government
surveillance and misinformation policies. The US Patriot Act has already proven that the government
can dictate the daily operations of banks, putting limits on the amount of money an individual can
withdraw per day, while flagging individuals as “suspicious” for taking moderate sums of their OWN
money out of the bank.

A Central Bank Digital Currency will give the banks, the government and Big Tech the ultimate power
to decide who says what, who does what and who thinks what. Populations will be goaded into the
system with promises of receiving universal basic income and debt forgiveness plans. These baiting
strategies have already been explored with PPP loan forgiveness, student debt forgiveness programs,
and advance child tax credit registration systems.

The central bank digital currency will ultimately be merged with a CCP-style social credit score, which
will inevitably be used to dictate individual purchases. For instance, an individual’s meat and energy
consumption can be limited as the government caps one’s “carbon footprint.” As seen with vaccine
passports and mandates, the central bank digital currency could be used to restrict an individual’s
buying, selling and work activity based on their vaccine status.

This system of total financial tyranny must be resisted at all costs.
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